Jumbo Safelift cushions (invented by Bill Jackson and Fred Noble back in the 1960’s) by MATJACK,
started in 1981 have proven over time they are not only tough enough to do the work asked of them but to
also last for over 25 years if taken care of and stored properly after each use.

In 2005, Matjack introduced the Jumbo Turbo
cushions, this increased air flow and lowered
inflation time over the older systems by 60%!!
In 2017, Matjack introduced the Jumbo
Hurricane cushions, this system is capable of
lifting overturned tractor trailers in as little as
5 minutes making it the quickest lifting system
in the world. The Hurricane system was built
not only with faster inflation times in mind but
also with understanding the need to quiet the
noise at the control bank as much as possible.
Moving the bypass valves back to the
compressor and adding a muffler system to the
control bank, the noise is now located at the
compressor cart.
Whether you use the Jumbo Turbo System or
the Jumbo Hurricane System, either will
always allow you to control and synchronize
your air cushions as you lift so you can
maximize your efforts which will allow you to
save time and lift the load safely.

Matjack lifting cushions work best
in cantilever or “hinged” style lifts,
but can also be used for vertical
lifting if rigged correctly so lateral
movement of the weight being lifted
is restricted.

Jumbo Hurricane or Turbo cushion sets come in various sizes to meet your

individual needs. Each set comes with all the equipment required for set up and operation
allowing you to get to work within minutes of arriving at a worksite or accident scene. No
matter what set you choose, you get all the unsurpassed quality, service and training you
have come to expect from Matjack.

Jumbo’s are the original slope topped
bag, designed exclusively to follow a
lift all the way up without ever losing
contact with ground or the load,
Matjack’s Jumbo bags are the only
cushions manufactured which can
make this claim and prove it!


Unmatched durability and strength, which is why they are the
number one choice for among rescue squads, civil defense and
military agencies worldwide.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including, Butadiene, Styrene, Benzene, Hexane, Carbon Black, Toluene,
Vinyl, Acetone, Butanone which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.



Matjack medium pressure cushions have a 2 year warranty, but
with normal care and maintenance, they should work well over
20 years trouble free.

Matjack Landing Bags provide users
with the ability to do uprights on
tractor trailers without the use of a
“catch” truck. Landing bags work off
a constant airflow and need it to
stay inflated. Landing bags work
like Jumbo cush-ions only in reverse,
rather than lifting with a cushion of
air, Landing bags are placed under a
load with the intention of not
allowing the load to gain speed
during descent. Just like cushions
designed to catch people jumping off
buildings, Landing bags control
vehicles as they come over and allow
the air to escape through 3 valves in
each cushion increasing control of
the vehicle and rate of descent.

Matjack Landing bags are typically used under
wheels of vehicles to control descent but have
also been used under frame sections to catch
box trucks, mobile homes and even track
drives on heavy equipment. Each Landing bag
is capable of handling up to 40,000 lbs/
18182 kgs load. Single lane uprights are now
accomplished in a much easier fashion with
less set up and quicker dismantle time for
those “quick clear incident” situations. Any
upright recovery is now quicker, safer and
more professionally done when using
Matjack’s Landing bags!

Matjack Landing bags have been in use now for
the last 15 years and are being used in countries
around the world with the demand growing every
day. Whether you buy a 2 or 3 cushion Landing
bag set all your recoveries will be easier and less
likely to further damage equipment. Landing bags
are made of a special blend material designed to
resist tearing but allow quick repair if damaged
in the field. Matjack Landing bags have grease/
protective covers available if desired keep your
set cleaner and more protected from sharp
objects.
The large Camlock fittings provide for quick
assembly and disassembly of the system. All
Matjack Landing bag systems will provide you
with years of trouble free use and come with the
same outstanding service, training and care you
have come to expect from Matjack.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including, Butadiene, Styrene, Benzene, Hexane, Carbon Black, Toluene, Vinyl,
Acetone, Butanone which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

LANDING BAG TWO BAG
SET INCLUDES:
2– LANDING BAGS
1– GAS POWER BLOWER
1– Y CONNECTOR
3– EXTENSION HOSES

LANDING BAG TWO BAG SET
PICTURED WITH OPTIONAL LANDING BAG COVERS

LANDING BAG THREE
BAG SET INCLUDES:
3– LANDING BAGS
1– GAS POWER BLOWER
2– Y CONNECTOR
5– EXTENSION HOSES

LANDING BAG THREE BAG SET
PICTURED WITH OPTIONAL LANDING BAG COVERS

Optional : Landing Bag Covers and Carry Cases

